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From the Chairman
By the time you read this newsletter the summer and
perhaps a good portion of the autumn has already passed us by
and those frosty winds out the north are getting stronger and
colder.
Since the last newsletter, the activities around the
squadron have continued to occupy everyone’s attention and
time. The unfortunate cancellation of the reunion due to the
high operational tempo only proved that 408 Squadron is always prepared and ready to serve!
Each time I sit down to write the opening remarks for
this publication I am amazed at what has happened in the past
year. The new sense of renewal in the restructured and funded
CAF, our international involvement in Afghanistan and the ongoing preparations of our squadron to a “high readiness state”
has kept the unit running at a feverous pace. The individual
squadron accomplishments will be discussed in a separate article within the newsletter and you will soon realize that the famous 408 “Goose” Squadron is still flying high and leading
the Airforce in tactical helicopter aviation and uninhabited aerial reconnaissance capability.
There are many articles that I hope will be of interest to
all our members. We are always soliciting historical pieces or
news from the membership to publish and would love to hear
from you. The newsletter is also a great people and fact finder
and your questions are always welcome.
For Freedom
Master Warrant Officer
Rod Fader
National Chairman
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From The Commanding Officer
It is my pleasure to contribute to this
annual newsletter as there are many
aspects of our routine both past and
future that need to be communicated
to the loyal members of the 408
Squadron Association. First, a quick
update on operational activities. Some
of you may not be aware that the unit
was given the first operational Tactical Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle
(TUAV) mission in Air Force history.
Back in May 05 we stood-up the
TUAV Flight with the intent on deploying to Afghanistan in Jan 06.
Many firsts were achieved including
the formation of a truly joint organization comprised not only of members of our 408 flock but with the 5th
Light Artillery Regiment (5 RALC) from Valcartier. 5 RALC was instrumental in our success because they had previous experience in Afghanistan with the CU 161 SPERWER TUAV and were trained on
many of the systems and procedures. During 7 months of training, we
formed an additional Flight to take advantage of the availability of the
contracted training to be ready for a follow-on deployment in Jul 06.
Highlights of this period were ground and air campaigns in Valcartier,
Suffield and Wainwright with first day and night flights achieved in the
summer and a successful validation of our capability by 1 Wing HQ
staff in the fall 05.
As one of the highest priorities within the Air Force for 2005 and
2006, 408 THS has been deployed in a combat support role in Kandahar, Afghanistan since Jan 06. Essentially we are providing integral
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capability to the degree
not seen since the Korean War. At home, commencing Nov 06, we
will be creating an operational training capability within the Squadron
under C Flight, to train all future TUAV rotations from all across the
Air Force. It goes without saying that the TUAV effort has been one of
the most important in recent history for us and continues to demand
focus and a Herculean effort from all Flights within the unit.
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408 Squadron was recently recognized for this extraordinary
achievement, being awarded the Commander 1 Canadian Air Division
Commendation in addition to being the recipient of the this years Air
Force Association Golden Hawks Award.
Despite the focus on TUAV, the unit once again managed to deploy on a number of occasions with Canada’s Army. Particularly noteworthy is the continuing contribution to the readiness of our Land
Forces for the mission in Afghanistan through stalwart aviation support
at the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Center (CMTC) in Wainwright,
Alberta. As the centre of excellence for operational training, CMTC is
the showcase and proving-ground for all Battle Groups from across
Canada, committing forces to the ongoing fight against the insurgency
in Afghanistan. As other years, 408 flew hundreds of hours in support of
the RCMP drug eradication program as the front-line for domestic operations. This along with several Search and Rescue operations has once
again illustrated the limitless talent and dedication of our men and
women of 408 Squadron. As mentioned, the period from summer 2005
to 2007 has and will see many firsts. In the spring of 06, Canada’s Air
Force created the 1st Air Expeditionary Unit in Cold Lake, Alberta, with
the goal of exercising High Readiness units within the new Air Force
Support Concept. 408 was chosen to not only provide a Commander for
1 AEU but contribute the vast majority of air operations to test-themetal of 17 Wing’s Mission Support Squadron who immediately deployed to the Gulf Region for 6 months, to facilitate support primarily to
Canadian Forces in Afghanistan.
While the focus on operations is paramount to 408 Squadron, I
have taken on the personal responsibility of ensuring a balance between
our missions and the development of relationships within the local community and maintaining continued ties to our proud history and valour.
I am pleased to announce that Honourary Colonel (HCol) Col Bart West
has been appointed our HCol for a second 3 year term. He continues to
be the lifeline between 408 Squadron and leadership at all levels in the
community. Further, the Squadron Chief Warrant Officer and I have
been busy with the 700 Wing of the Air Force Association. I had the
honour of speaking to the Wing at the Annual Gala Dinner in addition to
parading the entire unit to recognize the Battle of Britain in both 2005
and 2006. As most of you are aware, the events to celebrate the unit’s
65th Anniversary were scaled-back due to our prolonged commitment to
Afghanistan however this did not diminish the importance of the occasion nor deter me from recognizing our veterans and serving members.
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We spared no effort in bringing Molly “Mother Goose” Rayner from Ontario to celebrate the Anniversary with all ranks at a mess dinner and
spend 2 days of quality time with us to reminisce and remember. Molly is
thought to be one of the Squadron’s first serving members during the
War Years whose unconditional loyalty and generosity to the unit continues to this day. We also had the honour of having Brigadier-General
Marcel Duval, a former Commander of 408 Squadron, with us as our
keynote speaker at the dinner. The grand finale of the occasion was
marked by the acceptance of the Freedom of the City of Spruce Grove
from the city’s Mayor and townspeople. The parade of 408 Squadron
with “drums beating” and “bayonets fixed” down the center of Main
Street was a proud moment in our history.
I had the opportunity to attend the fly-in at the Nanton Lancaster
Society in Nanton Alberta this summer. This gave me the chance to connect with more of our veterans and thank the society for their exceptional
contribution to the preservation of the history of the Bomber Commands
during WWII as well as the sacrifice made by so many Canadians in
those difficult years. This fall, the SCWO and myself will be traveling to
Kingsville Ontario to visit the Historical Park and the 408 “Wild Goose”
Squadron collection. The town adopted the Squadron in 1944 and maintains its ties to the unit as demonstrated most recently by inducting the
retired Battle Standard into the museum as well as proudly displaying Lt
Gosling, our first mascot, in a room dedicated to the memories of the
unit. Finally, I would be remiss if I did not mention the recent retirement
of Brigadier-General James Hunter this fall. As the Honorary Patron of
the 408 Squadron Association, we all look forward to getting reacquainted with BGen Hunter on home turf. As a former Commander and
veteran of 408, he brings to the Association the leadership and camaraderie that he is well known for throughout the Air Force. In closing, I pass
on my congratulations to our National Chairman, MWO Rod Fader for
his continued leadership of the 408 Squadron Association and publication
of this newsletter. Rod has been instrumental over the years in maintaining close ties among members and whose efforts have been nothing short
of exceptional.
As always…………….For Freedom.
Signed
Lieutenant-Colonel Paul “PK” Keddy
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By Capt. Andie Gallagher
The early winter
months of 2006 were
relatively quiet, permitting the squadron
to carry out some of
its own training,
such as night formation flying and running a course to train
maintenance test pilots.
In March, the bulk of the squadron packed the trucks and
headed out to Kamloops, BC to provide aviation support to 39
Brigade for Exercise Cougar Salvo. This change of scenery
from the plains of Wainwright, AB to the mountains of BC provided not only a refreshing change but also an opportunity to
train in new and
far more challenging conditions.
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The remainder of the spring was spent either cleaning the kit
from the field, packing the kit for the field, or using the kit in
the field as 408 Sqn deployed once again to Wainwright, AB
for 1 Brigade training support in early May and then to Cold
Lake, AB for Exercise Maple Flag at the end of the month.
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Following this busy month, most of the squadron enjoyed a
greatly needed week-long pause.

On 10 June 2006, 408 Squadron accepted with great honour the
Freedom of the City award from the city of Spruce Grove. The
event was marked by a parade and four helicopter fly past.
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The end of June saw yet another squadron deployment, this
time to Hinton, AB. While this again was in support of the
army, 408 Sqn benefited from operating in the unusual conditions of the Rocky Mountain foothills.
While the squadron itself did not deploy during the summer
months, members of the team found themselves operating all
over the country in locations such as: Alert, NWT in support
of Operation Hurricane, Iqualuit, NU to increase the military’s presence during Operation Connection, and Trenton,
ON to support Operation
Starfish.
Calgary, AB for this year’s
Stampede
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As the fall season rolls along, the tempo of squadron life
has picked up once again with 408 assets being sent to
Shilo, MB to provide casualty evacuation (casevac) support
to those training in the field. As well, 408 Sqn members
found themselves back in Wainwright, AB to provide additional casevac support along with tactical and utility helicopter support to LdSH (Canada’s only remaining tank regiment) as they prepare for a last minute deployment to Afghanistan.

For the remainder of 2006, 408 Squadron expects to carry
out a full squadron deployment to Wainwright, AB, to send
a three-ship of helicopters to Winnipeg, MB for this year’s
Grey Cup and finish the busy year similar to how the year
was started: with some in-house night formation training.
The year of 2007 should be no less busy and hopefully no
less exciting.
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Squadron Chief Warrant Officer 408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron
Chief Warrant Officer Dave Herman

Chief Warrant Officer Dave Herman, of Liverpool, Nova Scotia, is
in his first year with 408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron and performs
the duties of Squadron Chief Warrant Officer, the senior noncommissioned member of the Squadron, responsible for the training, morale and welfare of all 408 Squadron non-commissioned
members.
Joining the Canadian Forces in 1980 and after graduating from
basic recruit training at Canadian Forces Recruit School Cornwallis,
Chief Warrant Officer Herman did his initial aircraft Contact Training at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan supporting CT-114 Tutor and CH-136 Iroquois helicopter operations.
In 1981 he attended Qualification Level 3 Aero Engine Technician Training at the Canadian Forces School of Aerospace Ordnance
and Engineering at CFB Borden, Ontario.
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He was posted to CFB Greenwood, Nova Scotia, his first operational
unit in 1981, where he worked as a Servicing / Snags technician on the
CP-140 Aurora aircraft. He was a member of the 415 (MP) Squadron
Maintenance Team, winning the O’Brian competition in 1985 and again
in 1987 when both the Aircrew and Ground Crew went on to represent
Canada at the International Fincastle Maritime Patrol Competition.
In 1988, he was promoted to the rank of Master Corporal and was
transferred to the CP140 Aurora Engine Bay and Engine Test Facility,
where he continued supporting the CP-140 at 2nd Line.
Promoted to Sergeant in 1990, he was posted to CFB Edmonton to
join 447 Transport Helicopter Squadron as a Maintenance Crew Chief on
the CH-147 Chinook aircraft. On the closeout of the Chinook aircraft
from active service he was assigned to 435 Transport Squadron supporting CC130 Hercules 2nd Line Maintenance as a Periodic Inspection Crew
Chief and T56 Engine Bay I/C. While assigned to 435 Sqn, he deployed
in support of African Famine Relief as part of the Canadian Air Transport Detachment Somalia operating out of Nairobi, Kenya.
Following the move of 435 T&R Sqn from CFB Edmonton to 17
Wing Winnipeg in 1994, he was promoted to the rank of Warrant Officer
and subsequently assigned to 1 Canadian Air Division Headquarters
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Throughout his staff tour, which continued through
until 2000, he was involved in support of the CT-114 Tutor, CF5 Freedom Fighter, CC130 Hercules and assumed the responsibility as Program Manager for Fleet Wide programs including Aircraft Battle Damage Repair (ABDR), Aircraft Recovery and Salvage (RAS) and Surplus
and Damaged Aircraft Disposal (SADAD).
A highlight of his time in 1 CAD HQ was the creation of a joint US/
Canada Aircraft Recovery Training program, which has been held annually at Davis Monthan AFB, Tucson, Arizona since its inception in 1997.
Pursuing an interest in Information Technology he successfully completed his Certificate in Computer Information Technology, at the University of Winnipeg and went on to instruct the Continuing Education
Computer Program and act as a member of the Advisory Committees for
the Diploma and Certificate Programs for the University.
Promoted to Master Warrant Officer in 1999, he was posted to 416
Tactical Fighter Squadron, Cold Lake, Alberta as the Senior Aircraft
Maintenance Superintendent for the units CF18 Hornet aircraft.
Continued/
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In June 2004, he moved over to 417 Combat Support Squadron,
where he performed the duties of the Squadron Warrant Officer
supporting CH146 Griffon Combat Support operations.
Promoted to his current rank in June 2006, Chief Warrant Officer Herman moved to Edmonton, Alberta and took on his present
appointment as SCWO for 408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron which
currently operates the CH146 Griffon and the C161 Sperwer
TUAV.
Being an avid sports participant, he enjoys golfing, fishing,
hunting and V-Twin motorcycles. He is married to the former Debbie Baker of East Jeddore, Nova Scotia and they have one daughter
Melissa.

Memory From the Past
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The ceremony starts as the unit to be granted the Freedom of the City
marches towards city hall, colour cased and rifles carried without bayonets fixed. When the unit nears city hall, they are stopped by the chief
constable standing in front of a barrier in the centre of the road. The unit
halts at the barrier. The chief constable challenges the unit on its identity,
and the commanding officer responds with the unit's title. The chief constable then calls for the unit to "advance one and be recognized". The
commanding officer only, moves closer to the barrier.
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The commanding officer, accompanied by the chief constable, then
marches to the door to city hall where the commanding officer knocks
on the door three times with the pommel of his or her sword. The door is
opened by the mayor, and the commanding officer declares his name
and that of the unit. The mayor and councillors line up at the entrance to
city hall and the mayor then reads a proclamation proclaiming that Freedom of the City is bestowed on the specific unit. The commanding officer accepts the freedom and returns to the unit and chief constable orders that the barrier be removed. The unit fixes bayonets, and the colour
is unfurled. The unit marches past, with the mayor taking the salute.
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Once a unit has been granted Freedom of the City it may exercise its freedom on occasions arranged with the civic authority. The ceremony to exercise Freedom of the City is similar, except the unit may march directly to
city hall with drums beating, colours flying and bayonets fixed. After the
unit is challenged and identified by the chief constable, the mayor proclaims the unit welcome, inspects the troops, and invites the unit to exercise its freedom
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Mountain Man Challenge 2006
Reprinted From the Western Sentinel Sept 21 2006

408 Squadron Team

L to R - Cpl Laska ,Capt Wray , MCpl Mancin, MCpl Lahey, Sgt Friesen
(Team Lead)
The Mountain Man Challenge was run in Edmonton’s River Valley Thursday, August 31. The 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group annual competition is not for
the faint of heart.
Participants don a 15 kilogram rucksack and run or speed-march 32 kilometers
through the valley trails. At the end of the first ‘leg,’ they pick up two sandbags,
each weighing 17 kg. Competitors must haul the 49 kg (108 lb) load 3.2 km to the
river bank. Their backs get a short break, as they ditch the sandbags, remove their
rucksacks and climb into canoes.
They must then paddle the canoe 10 km downriver. The difficulty of this task
generally depends upon the weather. Finally, after hours of heavy activity followed by roughly an hour sitting still in a damp metal boat, cramps take over. The
runners must fight through this, don the rucksack for a final 5.6 km dash to the finish line.

Corporal Marie Laska of 408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron was the fastest
female at 6:52.
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Letter From The Commanding
Officer
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MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP DUES
408 “Goose” Squadron Association is run entirely on the funds
generated from membership dues and donations. The administrative costs for office materials and the printing of the newsletter
use a considerable amount of the total yearly membership dues
collected. It is very important that all members pay their yearly
dues so that we can continue with the important principles of the
Association. As Association Chairman it is my responsibility to
manage the operating budget on your behalf. Date membership
dues paid till can be found on the address label in upper right corner.
When you receive your newsletter please remit your dues quickly.
Dues are $10.00 yearly.
Please send your dues to: National Chairman
408 “Goose” Squadron Association
PO Box 10500 Stn Forces
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 4J5

408 Squadron Association Website
Please note the association website address has changed to
www.forfreedom.ca If you have ideas of what you would like to
see on this website please let the National Chairman know.

MEMBERS WITH E MAIL ADDRESSES
If you have an Internet address please let us know what it is. If you
would prefer having the newsletter sent by electronic means please
indicate that as well. All membership lists containing this information is completely secure and access to our membership lists are restricted and protected.
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It is with deepest regret and sadness that I must
inform the membership of the passing of our 408
“Goose” Squadron members

Robert P. McLaren
Stanley Harper
Charles Wilton
Harlo L. Jones
D. Neil Carmichael
Allan H. Faux
Jack Lynch
Gordon Schacter

MWO Rod Fader
National Chairman
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The TUAV programme was set in motion in May 2006 with the decision to
stand-up Roto 1and 2. The requirement to have a tactical level unmanned aerial
vehicle (TUAV) was necessary for the Canadian Task Force (TF) conducting operations in Kandahar, Afghanistan. The UAV to be employed was the CU161 Sperwer
built by the French company Sagem. Following the Sperwer’s 2003 deployment to
Op ATHENA in Kabul, an agreement was struck to the effect that the Land Force
(LF) would be the Force Employer while the Air Force would assume the responsibility of Force Generator for subsequent Rotos. This resulted in the assignment of
the task to 1 Wg who then turned to its flagship Sqn, 408 THS, to breathe to life the
TUAV capability.
Roto 1 first met in May 06 at CFB Valcartier where their TUAV erudition commenced with the manufacturer, Sagem, leading the ground school instruction. The
reality of a bilingual flight was evident when the six weeks of ground school was
taught in French. Fortunately, a foreshadowing of Roto 1’s teamwork was evident
when francophones helped anglophones through the technical jargon of the ground
training. Following ground training Roto 1 took a leave break and then rejoined in
CFB Suffield at the beginning of August to commence flight training. Following the
five weeks of flight training in Suffield, both Rotos packed up and transported the
equipment to the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Centre (CMTC) in CFB Wainwright. At CMTC, Roto 2 would complete their flight training and both rotos would
undergo validation for deployment.
When Roto 1 set foot in Afghanistan on Feb 06 there was much work ahead of
them. Quarters were 200 man tents, they had only the skeleton of a launch site and
the equipment would not be arriving for another month. In this time frame Roto 1
established local procedures with the other operators on Kandahar Air
Field (KAF), a vacant
gravel lot on the edge of
KAF was transformed
into a launch site, and the
flight assisted with guard
and staff duties for the
BG.

Approaching Sandstorm

When the equipment did
arrive TUAV was prepared. The first operational mission was flown on 9 Mar 06.
It became quickly apparent that the austere Afghan environment of hot temperatures
and thin air density would restrict daytime operations. In the ensuing months Roto 1
accomplished much: successful deployment of forward detachments to support the
Battle Group (BG) in the far reaches of their Area of Operations (AO), providing
21 Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB), conducting convoy escort

and overwatch missions, reconnaissance of routes and areas of interest, and battle damage assessment.
Roto 2 arrived in theatre on 2 August 06 with many challenges of their own. Pers,
which included members from all three environments and ten bases from across Canada,
had now been separated for ten months, during which none had any hands-on time with
the equipment as it was all in theatre. Following a brief two-week hand-over period Roto
2 was at the helm of the TUAV operation. Operations in Kandahar and neighbouring
Helmand province required reconnaissance and real time missions right away for TUAV
Flt. Certain aircraft were
cannibalized to guarantee at
least one aircraft was always
ready to support operations.

UAV Launch

Roto 2 continued to not
only execute the missions carried out by Roto 1 but expanded the TUAV capability.
Communication techniques and UAV manoeuvre tactics were developed to better
co-ordinate and facilitate fires and other kinetic effects. This led to the first-ever TUAV
facilitated air strike and fire missions in actual combat operations, a landmark indeed.
As well, simultaneous control of two separate AVs by one crew was field-trialed in theatre, which permitted doubling
of continuous UAV presence
thru the conduct of relief-inplace operations.

UAV recovery in suspected
Minefield

Roto 2 is currently approaching the halfway milestone of their tour. They continue to
battle spare parts shortages that affect serviceability rates, but despite this are providing
unparalleled daily support to the LF.
It is a priority of the current leadership to ensure that during the remainder of their
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Afghan tour they continue to expand the tactical capabilities of the TUAV system
while becoming more efficient. Continued emphasis is being placed on reviewing
and developing tactics, techniques, and procedures, and at ensuring all lessons learned
are passed onto future rotos, which are planned out to the end of the CFs current mandate in 2009. .

Camel Spider

Although the units supporting both Rotos 1 and 2 are spread all across our country, and the team-building time was short, all members wear the same Maple Leaf on
their shoulder and feel the same determination to succeed. It is this sense of professionalism, coupled with the virtues of teamwork and excellence that allow past, current, and subsequent rotations of TUAV to succeed.
Presently within 408 THS itself, C Flt is well into the stand-up of an Operational
Training Section (OTS) for the generation of crews required to fill the Rotos in Afghanistan out to 2009. The first batch of students should be trained in the spring of
2007 and roughly every six months thereafter. Association members will be kept up
to date with the Sperwer OTS in future articles
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Cpl German, Truchon, Duffy, Bryson and Bedard
admire one of the catch

Operation Mush—Sgt Sniden serves dinner to Cpls Atkins,
German, Harlow and Sgt Carrier
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Summer 1969 Cease of Flying
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